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OPENING EXuIRCISES.

little honor to our late honorary member, Moses G. Farnmer. lie
represented what I consider to be the idea lelectrical engineer, be-
cause he combined the two branches of that subject, the theoretical
and the practical. Dr. Barker lhas just pointed out that most of
hiis work was donie on the borderland between what we call pure
physics and applied electricity. It would seein as if this com-
bination of the two was most perfect and that eitlher alone, with-
out the other, is incomplete. The electrical engineer could niot
be a pure scientist, and while the latter nmight be a mnember of
our body lhe would not represent the title in the miost perfect
miianner. But in Prof. Farmer we have an ideal example of that
well-balanced combination of pure science and useful application.
Therefore we can do full hiomnage to hiim, and the INSTITUTE will
always cherish, I feel suire, not only hiis name but also it will be
elevated by the exanmple which he set to its members.

In taking up the subject of the evening, " The Precision of
Electrical Engineering;" it occurred to ine as Dr. Barker was
speaking, that Prof. Farmer's mind had that very exactness whicli
I am going to attempt to bring out. On several occasions his
friends have spoken of the exact mneasuremients whichl Prof.
Fariner emnployed in his work, and Dr. Barker has just cited a
case in which Prof. Farmer was able to predict the exact am-lount
of current required to fuse a certain piece of platinum. It is
that very precision. that very power of prediction, that I claim
for our profession, and it seems therefore especially appropriate
that I should now attempt to set forth this acecuracy which char-
acterized Prof. Farmer's work. The subject is obviously not a
popular one. Nevertheless it is, I think, of general interest and
the popular miind, as well as the scientific, is never tired of lhear-
ing of the wonderful achievements of electricity. It is a fascinat-
ing subject which never seems to lose its clharm, and tlherefore
I hope that some of the points will initerest those present wlho are
not electricians, although this address was of course prepared
fromyi the professional point of view. I may also state that I have
not been able to do justice to the subject or to the occasion, owing
to poor healtlh during the last few months; but this theme is
so powerful in itself that it simply requires to be started and it
will carry itself along.

President Crocker then gave his address as follows:
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Inaugural Address of the Presidenzt, ez the il/4h
Gene-ral Meeting- of the A miierizcan Instiso/e of
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1197.

THE PRECISION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

BY FRANCIS B. CROCKER.

There still exists quite a general idea that electricity is so im-
perfectly understood that its laws anid actions are little more than
natters of chance or guesswork. The experience of tlle electrical
enginieer is supposed to consist of a series of surprises and shocks
to his mind as well as to his body. This notion is Inot confined
to the ignorant, btut is believed by many ednicated persons, even
including ouir brother civil and mechanical engineers; indeed,
some members of ouir own profession hear this opinion expressed
so often that they partly accept it as true., or at least they have
no ready arguments with which to refute it.
The existence of this popuiar error concerning electricity is

perfectly natural, and arises from the novelty of the subject and
the fact that its development has been so great and so rapid that
no one but a few specialists has been able to keep pace with it.
The subtlety, extreime rapidity of action, and the astonishing

achievemiients of this modern agency make it appear most ilyster-
ious and occult in comiparison with the ordinary forms of energy,
sucehl as heat and mechanical power. Possessing such transcen-
dental powers, it is looked upon as something not only unknown,
but unknowable, an irresponsible power forLgreat good, or great
evil. This idea has sometimes been the cause of actuial harmn to
the progress of electrical engineering. The profession has been
considered to be hardly legitimate, those who practised it being
regarded as either wizards or charlatans, or a combination of the
two. During the presenit year, the president of a large steam
railroad systein, on wlhich electric propulsion is being tried,
publicly expressed his opiniion that electrical engineers know
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238 CROCKER ON ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIiNG. [July 26,

little or nothing of their subject. In legal decisions in this
coulntry and abroad, judges have stated that electricity was so
vaguiely understood, that testimony coneerning it was of no
practical value.

It has also been lheld by inany courts, that electricity being in-
tangible, has no real existence, so that the tapping of current
from the wires couild hardly be considered as a theft, except in
an imaginary sort of a way. The produetioni of electrical energy
in central stations has been decided by metaphysically inclined
judges to be a totally different kinid of business from the manu-
facture of gas. In point of fact, the differences are all in favor
of the practical clharacter of electricity. More useful operations
can be performed by it; it can be more easily transmritted and
distributed; the percerntage of leakage is less, and its ineasure-
inent is far more convenient and accurate.
The idea that "' no one knows what electricity is, therefore we

know practically notlhing about it," is often expressed by those
who want to excuse their own ignorance of the subject. They
are glad to think that they are no miiore worse off in this respect
than the rest of the world. Their deduction is quite natural, but
is absolutely fallaciouis. While we must admit that we do not
know the real nature of electricity, the same limitation of knowl-
edge applies to all other fundamental facts. Gravitation is the
Imlost familiar of natural phenomena, yet we have no conception
whatever of what it actually is. Our thleories and mental
pictures of the natuLre of electricity are muich more definite than
those concerning gravitation. In regard to the latter, little prog-
ress has beein made siInce the time of Newton, while electrical
knowledge has advanced and is now advancing with giant strides.
There is every reason to believe that we shall " know wlhat elec-
tricity is" and be able to explain the inlherent mechanism by
whieh electrical actions take place, before we uinderstand how and
why a stone is drawn to the earth. What we do know, however,
are the laws of both electricity and gravitation, as well as the
results that they produce, and it is very doubtful if our ability to
control, measure and utilize these agencies would be improved
even if we understood their exact nature. The laws and applica-
tions of hydraulics would be just as definite and successful even
though the fact were not known, that water is composed of two
atoms of hydrogen and one of oxygen. It is possible that methods
of generating electricity may be advanced when its real character
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is discovered, but it is not likely that this knowledge will greatly
affect the methods of handling and using it.
The popular ignorance and doubt concerning electricity is

rapidly disappearing in consequence of the remarkable resuilts
accomplished by it dturing the last ten or fifteen years, buit it will
not be ouLt of place, I think, to consider at this time the remark-
able exactness which electrical engineering has reached. A dis-
ccussion of this question, may serve to inform laymiien who are not
familiar with the facts, and may also be a matter of interest and
satisfaction to ourselves. This profession has only very recently
gained for itself a position of independenice and equality amnong
the branches of engineering, but it can now fairly claim to be an
example for the others to follow, not only in the magnitude and
rapidity of its results, but also in the exactness and certainty of its
mnethods. Let us consider what are the principal facts upon whicl
this strong claiin it based.

The names connected with electrical science :-Gilbert, Frank-
lin, Faraday, Ampere, Maxwell, Henry, Helinholtz, Kelvin, and
a long list of other distinguished electricians, are not men whose
ideas are vague or incorrect. Indeed, it is a significant fact that
the ablest and most profouind scientific men have been attracted
by, and have performed some of their best work in the study of
electricity.

The rapind proyress of electrical science and its applicationis is
an absolute proof of sure and exact knowledge. Uncertainty
wo.ld necessarily cauise delay, and error would involve repeated
trials before success could be reached. The fact that the difficult
arts of long-distainee transmissioni of power, and electric traction
have been developed to their present state of importance and
:success in about ten years, shows conclusively that electrical
theories anid designs agree very closely with the actual facts.

The great results accomplished by electrical engineering is
probably its strongest claim. Many of these are so unique and
astonishing that we still regard thetn with wonder even after we
have become familiar with theii. Among the nost striking of these
examples are the locating of faults on submarine cables, telephon-
ing a thousand miles or more, transmitting power over one hund-
red miles, sending simultaneously a number of messages on the
same wire, utilizing the power of Niagara, and producing the
Rontgen ray. These and hundreds of other wonderful feats are
niot accomplished by chance, or by groping in the dark.
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The close relattion8hip betweem puare and applied electrical
science is still another proof of the exactness and truthl of botlh.
If knowledge were comnplete, theory atnd practice would becotije
identical. The agreement between tlheoretical and practical elec-
tricity is largely due to the small losses which occur in elec-
trical apparatus and processes. Even quantities which correspond
to friction in mechanics, such as electrical resistance and magnetic
hysteresis, are capable of exact calculation. It is only the purely
non-electrical factors, such as the friction of bearings and air
resistance, that are uncertain in designing electrical maclhinery.
The almost infinite rapidity of electrical action makes the time
element so small that it canl nearly always be neglected.
This greatly simplifies calculations and renders their results
more accurate. The fact that there is only one kind or quality
of electricity also gives definiteness to our ideas and calculations.
With coal we must know its quality, including, bothi its physical
and chemiiical properties, in order to make even approximate cal-
culations concerning it. In the case of steam, pressure and
volume are not snfficient data; the amnouint of moisture or super-
heating mnust also be known. The mnost aecurate methods of the
phvsicist are not any too good for, nor beyond the reach of the
electrical engineer, and they are often emriployed by him. A notable
example of this is Lord Kelvin's work in connection with laying
the Atlantic cable, wlich was undertaken at about the same time
that he began to publislh hiis essays on the vortex theory of matter.
When Werner Siemiiens first built his self-exciting dynamos, he
also constructed the sensitive galvanomneters, used in the researches
of his friend Helmholtz. It was Siemens, the electrical engineer,
who gave his mnoney and influence to the Reichsanstalt, an insti-
tutioIn where the most accurate physical work is now being
carried on.
A historical example of the agreement between electrical

theory and fact is the brilliant work of Ampere, who gave to
the world a beautiful and comiplete theory of electro-rnagnetism
within a few days after he heard of its discovery by Oersted.
Tlle work of Alaxwell is another great examtlple of the power of
the intellect to deal with electrical problems.

Hertz said, in regard to Mlaxwell's electro-magnetic theory of
light: "It is impossible to study this wonderful theory without
feeling as if the inatlhematical equations lhad an irndepenident life
atnd ani intelligence of their own; as if they were wiser than our-
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selves, indeed, wiser than their discoverer; as if they gave forth
m-tore than he had put into them. And this is not altogether im-
possible; it may happen when the equations prove to be more
correct than their discoverer could with certainty have known."

It cani hardly be admitted that there is anything in Maxwell's
equations that he did nlot put into them, but the remarkable ex-
perimental corroboration of Maxwell's theories many years after
they were evolved, shows that from a few fuindamental truths al-
most the whole theory of electricity may be dedtuced.

This power to solve problems successfully by a priori reason-
ing denonstrates the perfection of electrical science. We canl
arrive at the facts by reasoning out what they ought to be; hence
we mnay say that electrical science is ideal. In other branches of
applied science, as for examnple in civil engineering, the correc-
tions, factors of safety and otlher allowances are often nmucl
greater than the original quantity itself. In such cases it is
obviously inmpossible to go very far froin an experimnental fact, by
any process of reasoning. The errors would imnmnediately become
so magnified that the trutlh would be greatly distorted or lost
entirely.
To take a concrete example, the losses in transforming elec-

trical energy are only two or three per cent., and if an error of
ten per cent. is mnade in calculating these losses, the actuial error
is onily two- or three-tenlths of one per cent. It would, tlherefore,
be possible to design a system in whieh electrical energy was
transformed many times, and yet the final error would onily be
one or two per cent. If, on the other hand, the losses in inechan-
ical engineering are ten or tweity per cent., or even fifty per
cent., as is often the case, an error of ten per cent. in caleculating
these quantities would soon becomne multiplied to a large figure.

Exactness in electrical units and termns is another strong point
of electrical engineering, because defirniteness in terms and ideas
go hiand in hand. The system of electrical units is cornplete and
scientific, being based directly upon the c. G. s. system, and is the
only example of a set of units which are universally adopted.
The metric system is not in use in the United States, Great Britain
and lher possessions and many otlher couniitries, but the same elec-
trical units are accepted by all nations. This avoids the great
confusion which arises from the uise of several different units for
the same thing, as is the case in steam engineering, in whiich at
least four different lheat units are commonly employed.
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I vi electrical engineering the distinction between the various
quiaTntities are usually more clearly understood, as for example
the difference between force, work and power. In other branches
these quantities were often confused, and the fact that mistakes
of this kind are not more often rnade at present, is largelv due to
the influience of electrical engineerinig in the accurate use of
tei-ms. The uiseful word torque hlas been introduced througlh
electrical engineering although it is a purely inechanical quantity.
The adoption of sucih terms as impedance and reactance gives a
nicety of expression which is rarely found in other applied sci-
ences.

iltejfaciity and aceearctcy of eleeftical meas?trements contrib-
utes greatly to the precision of electrical engineering. Volts
and amperes can be easily, quickly and accurately iyeasuired by
means of convenient portable instruments. The product of these
volts and amperes gives the watts or power which is the most im-
portant quantity.

If desired, a single instrument-the wattmeter-can be used to
combine the two quantities. Electrical resistance can also be
measured easily and quickly, and with still greater accuracy.
Even the less common electrical quantities, such as capacity and
induietance, can be mrleasuired without muich difficulty and with
reasonable exactness. The inagnetie quantities are also quite
easily and correctly determIined. As already stated, the most
doubtful factors in electrical engineering are the mechanical ones.

fAhe enornmous range i;n elecrieal engineering is still anotlher
proof of its precision. The samne laws and principles wlich
apply to thie almost infinitesimnal galvanorneter current are
equally applicable to the current from an electric light station.
The former may be only a Ihundred billionth of an ampere and
the latter reaches ten thousand amperes, which is a thouisand
million million (1011) times greater.
An even greater ratio than this represents the range of resistance

measurements. In the case of large copper bars, a determintaion
to within .000001 ohm is often required, and forinsulation testing
10,000 mnegohms is not an unususally high figure. This gives a
range of rneasurement of ten thousand million million (1016).
An electrical instruiment, the bolometer of Professor Langley,

is used to measure the heat received from the fixed stars, and
electricity is also the agent selected when 100,000 horse-power
are to be distributed from Niagara. Instead of saying that elee-
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tricity is selected for these extreme uses, it would be more cor-
rect to state that it mnust be employed, julst as it is the only means
of transmitting speech a thousand mniles, or performing the many
other miracles of which it alone is capable.

TShe directness and high eficiency with which electrical energy
ean be converted into other forns is another fact which gives
exactness to our work. It can be transformed into heat, light,
magnetic, mechanical or chlemnical energy, by the simplest means,
and conversely, the latter forms, with the possible exception of
light, can be readily changed into electrical energy. In most
cases the conversion is alrmost perfect, the efficiency of an electric
motor or dynamro being usually over 90 per cent. and often 93 or
f94 per cent. Tihe chemical energy in a storage battery represents
nearly 90 per cent. of the watt-hours applied to it, assumiing the
losses in charging and discharging to be about equal. The storage
of mnagnetic energy may be effected at an even higher efficiency
of 9T or 98 per cent. and the conversion of electrical energy into
heat is complete, the efficiency of an electric stove actuially reach-
ing the ideal figure of 100 per cent. The production of light
eannot be accomplished so economnically, nevertheless the arc
lamp has a far higher efficiency than any other artificial source of
light, althouigh it is usually stated to be only 8 or 10 per cent.
It is also more than probable that the long-souight-for hiigh effici-
ency lamp will be an electric one when it is finally invented.
This facility and economy of transformation puts electricity di-
rectly in touch with the other sciences and their applications,
avoiding the chances for error which round-about processes neces-
sarily involve. None of the other forms of energy possesses any-
thing like the same convertibility. The one seriouis difficulty in
connection with electricity is the fact that its generation requires
a boiler, engine and dynamo, bringing in heat and mechaniical
power as steps in the process. If this comiplication couild be
avoided, and electrical energy produced directly fromn the chem-
ical energy of the coal, the only limitation would be removed.
This has already been done in an experimental way, and by the
substituition of water-power for steam, one piece of apparatus and
one form of energy are elininated, buit the complete independence
of electrical engineering and the realization of all of its possibil-
ities will be secured when the direct conversion of fuel energy
into electrical energy is accomplished practically.

It has been shown that there are no less than eight substantial
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grounds upon whielh the precision of electrical engineering is
based. The consideration of these has incidentally brought out
several concrete examples, but it will be well to cite a few otlher
special instances which demonstrate electrical exactness.
The one which first claims our attention not only on accounlt of

its historical precedence, buit also from its wonder-compelling re-
sults, is the locating of faults in ocean cables. In this connection
I quiote from infortnation kindly furnished ine by one of the
vice-presidents of the INSTITUTE, Dr. A. E. KennIelly, who has
had a long and successful experience in this branch of the pro-
fession. He states that c; In the case of cable coiled in a tank and
which has been taken into the tank over a measuring drumn witlh-
out being suibjected to any considerable tension, the precision
with whlich a fault in the gutta percha can be located is somne-
times very considerable. I have knowii one or two cases in
which a fault has occured in a length of say thirty miles of cable
immersed in water and maintained at practically one temperature
in the tank, and in which, bv means of the Varley loop test re
peated many times and under various conditions to eliminate
constant errors, the electrical position of the fault has been de-
termined to within a probable error, representing about twenty
feet of length. On turning the cable over from one tank to an-
other by a seven foot drum on wlhich the cable makes three turns,
and cutting the cable when the comnputed (distance has been ruin
over, the fault has been found o0 the drum, that is, in the sixty
feet or so of cable then lying on the drumn."
"As regards the location of faults in submarine cables on1 the

ocean bed, the precision depends upon a variety of circumnstances,
and in general is necessarily rnuch lower than in the case of a
cable coiled in a tank. Tlle average error in practice, or the dif-
ference between the true electrical and comnputed positiorLs, is
perhlaps about fifteen ohlns, or about one imiile and a half of cable
having the common resistance of ten olhmis per mile. Under
favorable circumstances a complete break in a cable developing a
fair extent of surface exposure to tlle sea water at the enid of the
copper conductor, the electrical position can be determnined within
five ohms in a total conductor resistance of 1,000 ohms. In the
case of a fault in the insulator, sufficiently serious to interfere
with signalling, specially favorable cases will occur in which the
electrical position of the fault can be deter2nined to withini one
ohm when a loop test is obtainable and when the total conductor
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resistance of the loop does not exceed 3,000 ohms." "I have
known a case of total loss of continuity in the conductor, accom-

panlied by perfect insulation. It occurred in lifting a cable for
repairs and was within half a mile of the ship. A measuremnent
of electrostatic capacity enabled the distance to be determined
within a few yards." Other cases are given by Dr. Kennelly,
anid many nmay be found in various woiks and journals, but these
are suifficient to show the astonishing results that are possible, as
well as those that are obtained in reguilar practice.
The methods employed in locating faults in underground con-

ductors are quiite similar to those used for submarine cables, but
the results are less striking and important. Mr. Williamn Maver,
Jr., who is an authority on this subject, cites a case in whichl the
calculated position of a fault was 2,343 feet fromi the testing end
of an underground cable 4,200 feet long. The defect was found
at the exact point indicated. The alternative would hiave been
the tearing uip of the street and eutting -through a heavy iron
pipe until the fault was found, as the conduit was not provided
with manholes. One way to locate a ground connection, which
illustrates the simnplicity and certainty of electrical testing, con-
sists in sending a current through the conduietor to the ground
through the fauilt in the insulation. A compass carried along over
the cable will indicate by its deflection or non-deflection when the
fault is reached. The facility of overcoming distances and ob.
stacles impassable to other agencies is characteristic of electricity
and magnetismr).
The writer has had occasion to test the resistance and position

of faults ("grounds") on a very large system of uinderground
conductors for electric lighting. Althouigh the problemn was
complicated by the fact that it was a three-wire system which
extended several miles, it was found possible to determine the
insulation resistance of each of the three conductors. The posi-
tion of a " ground " is slhown by the potential difference between
the conductor and the earth, beirng a rinimum at that point.
For example, if a grouind connection exists on the positive wire
and a considerable current flows through it into the earth, the
potential of the earth at that point will be raised above its normal
value. The potential difference existing between the wire and
the earth is actuially less near the ground connection. This may
be measured from the station by using the "pressure wires"
ordinarily laid with the feeders, and special wires which connect
to the ground at various points of the systemn.
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The paper on "The Alternating Current Induiction Motor,"
presented by Vice-President Charles P. Steinmetz at this meeting
of the INSTITUTE, affords an excellent example -of the marvelous
precision of electrical etugineering. In Figs. 1 and 2, two curves
are shown which give the efficiency, speed, power-factor and
other characteristics of a three-phase induction motor under
various conditions. These curves were all predetermined by
calculation. In the satne figures the results obtained by actuial
test are also miarked by small crosses. The ag,reement in all cases
is so close that cui-rves plotted from the actual results of tests
would practically coincide with those predicted by calculationi.
This is all the more renmarkable when it is remiernbered that the
three-phase motor is one of the newest of electrical maclhines,
and is a difficult probletn from a theoretical standpoint. It has
long been possible in designing direct current machinery to pre-
determine the results with almost as great accuracy as that shiown1
in the curves of Mr. Steinmetz, but of course that is a muci
older problem. Nevertheless, the predetermination of results inl
direct current imiachinery is fully as difficult as in the case of al-
ternating current apparatus, because permneability is the miiost
doubtful factor in such calculations arnd is especially so at the
high flux denisities used in the foriner. It is to be observed,
however, that any error in the permeability data can be corrected
by increasing or decreasing the ampere-tuirns on the field mnagnet.
This is easily accomplished by providing five or ten per cent.
greater M. M. F. than the calculations require, which inay be re-
duced, if necessary, by the introdtuction of resistance. Since the
energy used for the field is a very small percentage of the total
arnount, it may be considerably varied withouit mnaterially affect-
ing the other factors in the machine. Sparking at the commu-
tator brushes is an additional and by no means simple questionl
which confronts the designer of direct culrrent apparatus. I re-
member, however, being informed by Mr. Gaano S. Dunn several
years ago that he had found by experience in many cases that the
efficieney of a direct current dynamo or motor can be predeter-
mined from the drawiings before the machine is built, withini a
fraction of one per cent.; in fact, lie relied more upon his calcula-
tions than upon an actual test of the completed machine, evein
when performed by skilled men. In onte case the calculated effi-
ciency was 93 per cent. and the result obtainled by test was 92.7
per cent., and in another case the total flux was fouind to be 1.38
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per cent. greater than the comnputed value. This agreemenit is
somewhat closer than is found in every day practice, but is niot
accidental and can usually be approximnated by careful work.
We naturallv suppose ourselves to be familiar with mechanical

energy and heat; but as soon as we convert these well known
forms of energy into that extremely subtle anid mysterious agent
-electricity-it imtnediately becomes far miore definite and con-
venient to control, measure, transmnit and utilize. In becoming
intangible, it forthwith acts as the most reliable and inatter-of-fact
tool in the hands of tllose familiar with it. For example, the
quickest, neatest and most exact method of making a test of
inechaniical friction, or the power required in any given case is
by the use of an electric motor. In this way, for example, we
can determine the friction of different bearings or lubricating oils
uinder various conditions of pressure and speed, or the power
consumed by fans, pumps and other machines.

Quite a striking example of the possibilities of electrical
mzeasurement is the, detertnination of the E. M. F. of a dynamo
nachine without running it, which I saw successfully carried out
mnore than ten years ago. All that is necessary is to measure the
torque exerted by the mnachine with a given current in its arma-
ture. This may be accomiplished by simply clamping a stick of
wood to the pulley and weighing the pull at a given radius by
means of a spring balance. If the same inachine were run as a
dynamo and had Ino losses, it follows that

EI _ 2 wrr SP
74 6 3 ,000 5

whence

r SP
7.04 I

in which r is the radius at which the pull is measured, 8 is the
speed in revolutions per minute at which the dynamo is to be run,
P is the pull in pouinds at the given radius and lis the current
in amperes. The field strength is supposed to remiiain the same.
This method is correct whlatever the efficienicy of the miachine
may be. The electrical and magnetic losses due to the 1P R ef-
fect in armature, field current, eddy currents and hysteresis do
not enter this problem. Even the mnechanical losses arising frorn
friction of bearings, brushes, etc., may be elimtlinated by measur-
ing the puill plus the friction and then minus the friction, the
actual pull being one-half the sum of these two restults. The
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effect of friction may also be gotten rid of by tapping the shaft
when the measurement is made. It certainly strikes one as strange
thiat E. MI. F., which depends upon cutting lines of force, can be
determined while the inachine is standing still.

In electro-chemistry and electro-metailturgy quantitative rela-
tions are particuilarly precise. The ampere being defined as the
current whiich deposits .0011 t8 grammes of silver per second, the
weight of any other substance is by Faraday's laws proportional
simply to its chemical equivalent. This definition eliminates any
error in passing from thie electrical to the chemxlical data, or vice
versa. The volt is also defined electro-cheinically in terms of the
F. M. F. of a Clark cell.
The autlhor presented before the INSTITUTE, in Mlay, 1888, a

paper on " The Possibilities and Limitations of Chenmical Gener-
ators of Electricity," I in which the weights of materials, E. M. F.
and other data were given for various voltaic comnbinations. Some
of the figures were obtained by experiment and some by calcula-
tion. The paper also gives the E. M. F. produced by combinations
of thirteen of the most imnportant metals with chlorine, bromine
and iodine, respectively. The average difference between the
caleculated and tested values was less than one-tenth of a volt.
Even this small error is practically eliminated when the results
are corrected by the equation of llelmholtz, that is! by adding

the quantity ± Td E in which T is the absoluLte temperature

and Eis the E. M. F. of the cell. Since the weights of materials
liberated or consumed by a given cutrrent in a given time can be
definitely predetermiiined and the voltage due to a certain chemical
combination can also be acculrately calculated, almost any problem
in electro-chemistry or electro-metallurgy is susceptible of being
quite easily and correctly solved. That branch of electro-cheni-
istry and mnetallurgy which employs electrical heating methods is
also very definite, the exact amount of heat in gramme-degrees
produced per second by an electric current being always given by
the simiiple expression. .24 12 X, or .24 El.

In support of the proposition advaniced in the title of this
address, I amn able to produce most interesting personal testimony.
Mr. Edison and Mr. Tesla have independently expressed to me
their opinion that electrical knowledge had become so definite
and general that almost anyone could apply it, and comparatively

1. TRANSACTIONS, vol. v., p. 227.
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little opportunity was left for invention. They believed that
chemistry and thermodynamics were far more uincertain and
therefore offered a much better field for improvemnent. These
views were expressed several years ago, and suibsequent events
have shown that they contain a great deal of truth. It is a fact
that electrical engineering, ha3 advanced along the lines laid down
by these and other great inventors, and it is also truie that much
of the work has been done by the rank and file of the profession.
The trails blazed by the pioneers have since become broad hiigh-
ways with many braiiching roads, built for the most part by
common workmen. On the othier hand, the discovery of the
R6ritgen ray has since been made; and both of these investigators
have given much valuable time to it. It would seem, therefore,
that the electrical principles and laws of to-day are true for all
timie, aind afford a firmn foundation for unlimited futture progress,
but that there are also many additional facts yet to be discovered
that are well worthy of the efforts of the greatest genius.

In conclusioi, the following quotation from the preface of
Maxwell's great work on Electricity and Magnetism is appro-
priate. "The important applications of electro-magnetism to
telegraphy have also reacted on pure science by giving a com-
mercial valuie to aecurate electrical measuiretnents, and by afford-
ing to electricians the use of apparatuis on a scale whlichl greatly
transcends that of an ordinary laboratory. The consequiences of
this demnand for electrical knowledge and of these experimnental
opportunities for acquiring it, hiave been already very great, both
in stimulating the energies of advaniced electricians and in diffus-
ing among practical men a degree of accuirate knowledge which
is likely to cornduice to the general scientific progress of the whole
engineering profession."

These words were written in 1873, and yet they show strong
confidence in the accuiracy of electrical methods and full appre-
ciatiotn of the close relationship between electrical science and
engineering, as well as their beneficial effects upon each other.
At that timne the telegraph was the only practical application of
electricity. What languiage would express Maxwell's wonder if he
were alive to-day!
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